
WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR SECOND GRADERS

Check out these writing activities for 2nd grade to give your little writer some valuable and grade-relevant writing
practice.

Famous Firsts. Opinion Essay Writing Prompts Second graders should write opinion pieces that introduce
their topic and provide reasons to support their opinion, using words such as because and and to connect their
reasoning. Describe what it would be like to switch lives with anyone in the world for a day. Slip It In! Ask
him to copy each word from his word list into the matching blank in the story. Why or why not? Rainy Day
Fun. If You Build It. Smelly Tale. Describe an unusual trick that your pet can do. Turtle Power. What do you
do? You can also ask the student to rewrite the complete story in his own handwriting and add illustrations.
School Sleepover. Dolch words - Complete list of Dolch words for preprimer - 3rd grades. Research Writing
Prompts Students should also produce research-based writing by reading books on a topic and writing a report,
recording science observations, or using provided materials to answer a question. A Zoo-y Day! Fun and
Games. Play Time. Bedtime Tales. Write a report about someone you are studying in your current history
lessons. Think about a famous first like the first person to walk on the moon or the first person to sail around
the world. Write about a time that someone did something kind for you. Choose a unique home such as an
igloo or a mud hut and explain why it's suited for the environment in which it is found. If you've ever asked
students, of just about any age, to simply "write a story," the standard reply you'll receive is, "I don't know
what to write about. Pick an animal that lives in the desert and write interesting facts about it.


